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Si Stebbins published this collection of card tricks using his famous card stacking system
commonly known as the "Si Stebbins Stack." Every card magician should understand the
concept of deck stacking and effects that can be performed with such a system. This is a classic
of magic! As a bonus, Stebbins included a card-based mentalism effect using his system.

"The package as a whole is very well done. It's an attractive game. The cards are nice . . . Looks
good. Great artwork . . . It's pretty quick and a lot of fun!" - Dice Tower"The artwork by Johan
Egerkrans is fantastic and I think really helps give the game a new lease of life. It’s also another
great feather in the cap when it comes to board games by Osprey who are slowly but surely
getting into this market." - Beasts of War"I absolutely love the production on this new edition of
Odin’s Ravens, from the sturdy, very tome-like clamshell box, to the vivid and handsomely
designed cards, to the two wooden ravens that serve as the playing pieces." - Boing Boing"This
is the perfect kind of game to play with the family, for a quickie, or to play something fun with
people who don’t normally game." - ICv2"A total winner! . . . run out and buy Odin's Ravens as
soon as you can" - The Discriminating Gamer"An excellent little 2 player game. I have a great
time with it every time." - theMCGuiRE review"Its small box and beautiful artwork make it perfect
for display next to the checkout. Give it a look." - Model Retailer Magazine"The design of the
game from the box, to the rules, to the cards is outstanding . . . The simple rules and meaningful
decisions prove it was a wise decision to reprint Odin’s Ravens and Osprey did a amazing job
with the production." - Geek Cast Radio Network"It's really fun!" - Gameosity"For my money, this
game is a great value! The art is fantastic, the components are top notch, there is strategy and
planning needed to succeed and the game play is short and interesting. I consider this game a
great filler that should be in everyone’s collection for that time you are simply looking for a good,
fast play with some tactical decisions. Osprey Games has done a great job in making this game
a keeper." - Grant Kleinhenz, The Players' Aid"This game belongs on every gamer's shelf!
Odin’s Ravens is a fun, exciting, strategy racing game that does not disappoint. The very fact
that almost anything you do to mess with your opponent will come back to bite you makes this a
deceptively more strategic game than most people realize. Over the last several months that I’ve
owned this game it has become one of the most requested games by both my regular players as
well as my non-gamer friends." - Two-Gun Pixie". . . a great game that definitely gets its wings by
me. Give it a try! You may find yourself flocking to this game." - Chaz Marler, Pair of Dice
Paradise". . . a worthy title to add to your two-player game collection." - CatholicMom.com"This
game’s strengths include fast gameplay, unique elongated card shapes, easy-to-learn rules, no
more cards to buy, game balance, sleek packaging, only just two wooden playing pieces, easy
set-up and easy clean-up . . . Highly recommended." - Multiverse"A tense game of back and



forth with every game resulting in a nail-biting finish, Odin’s Ravens is a phenomenal, fast two
player card game filled with lavish art and plenty of 'SO CLOSE' moments." - GeekDad.com"A
fairly simple game on the surface, but one that is rendered delightfully. Osprey Games has made
a beautiful game here. The artwork of the landscapes is vivid and lucid, lending each landscape
an atmosphere of its own. I can easily imagine the crispness of the mountain air, or the gloom of
the swaps." - Angelus Morningstar, Story Board Webseries
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Murl Harmon, “One of those books you need if you do card magic. You need to have this book if
you are doing card magic. Not self working tricks and some that you may never have come
across before. Nuggets of gold are within these pages. A book not to be passed on as a book for
armatures or non professional.”

V1 Brisbin, “Si Stebbins and some cards - create a sensation!. Original sub rosa work on magic
and mind reading effects with a prepared pack of cards. Si Stebbins was a veteran of vaudeville,
whose creations with cards were appropriated by Thurston The Great, without due credit and
published. Required reading for those interested in learning the Si Stebbins' Arrangement.”

Shawn McDowell, “So Stebbins Card Tricks. This short ebook is not to bad to read and learn
from. The author kept everything as simple as possible for the beginner.”

Charles F. Ross Jr., “si stebbins card tricks. excellent read for card magicians”

The book by Shelby Foote has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 19 people have provided feedback.
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